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I. Introduction 

Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) as a physical method of separa- 

tion of gas mixtures has rapidly gained importance. The incentive for 

a mathematical model comes from the fact that accuracy of prediction is 

essential for optimal plant design. 

The PSA principle of gas separation is based on two fundamental 

facts: 

i) Some substances adsorb some gases in preference to other 

gases. 

2) The amount adsorbed for any given gas increases as the pres- 

sure of the gas increases. 

As an illustration, consider the following two-step adsorption 

cycle to purify helium diving gas. Helium diving gas is principally a 

mixture of oxygen and helium, when the diving chambers are depressur- 

ised, the contaminated gas will consist mainly of carbon dioxide, 

oxygen and helium. Traditionally this waste gas has been thrown away. 

The PSA cycle described below is a method of purifying this gas and 

recovering expensive helium. 

The adsorbent chosen has a strong preference for adsorbing all 

gases except helium. 

Step I. Purification 

Contaminated 
gas 

B l o w e r  A d s o r b e r  

Pure 
helium 

v 
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During the high pressure purification step oxygen and the 

contaminants are preferentially adsorbed and the output from the bed is 

pure helium. The bed will gradually become saturated, and when it is 

no longer able to purify the input gas, it is changed over to regenera- 

tion. 

Step 2. Regeneration 

Vacuum 
Pump 

Adsorber 

As the bed is evacuated its capacity to hold gases decreases, thus los- 

ing oxygen and the contaminants. At the end of the evacuation the bed 

is ready for purification again. 

The term pressure swing comes from the fact that a swing in the 

pressure between the steps is essential for the process to function. 

In actual practice the cycles are, in general, more complex than the 

one described, but the principles of operation remain the same. 

This paper describes a model which has been developed for simula- 

ting the evacuation step. 

2. Equations Forming the Model 

a) Partial Differential Equations for the Bed. 

The equations themselves are based on standard chemical engineer- 

ing principles and their derivation is not given here. The variables 

of the model are set out below: 

Independent Variables 

x - distance along the bed 

@ - time 

Dependent Variables 

u flow rate 

v gas phase composition 

w pressure 
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i) Overall Mass Balance Equation 

~u + [ a c  ] ~v - 0 ~x h-f + a~(v,w) + an(v,w) ~w -- . ~ ~e 

ii) Single Component Mass Balance Equation 

~vw + [ aa ] ~vw - 0 
~x IT + a¥(v,w) ~ + a~(v,w] ~w - -  2@ 

iii) Momentum Balance Equation 

~w flu 2 w~-~ + ~u + = 0 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

In the above equations ~, 8, a, e, R and T are constants. 

b) The Initial and Boundary Conditions 

u(x,O) = 0 

v(x,O) = Yo O < x < I 2.4 

w(x,O) -- PO 

Two of the boundary conditions are at x = 1 and are straightforward. 

u(l,@) = O @ > 0 2.5 

v(l,@) = YO 

The vacuum pump, pipework and fittings are incorporated into the model 

through the third boundary condition. This is specified at x = O in 

the form of the nonlinear algebraic equation 

~(u(O,~],w(O,e)] = 0 ~ > 0 2.6 

This form of the boundary condition gives rise to two difficulties 

i) Unlike the case, for example, of the linear diffusion equation, 

the boundary value problem cannot be solved explicitly. It is 

necessary to start with a first approximation for the solution 

and by successive iteration force it to satisfy boundary condition 

2.6. 
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ii) The non-linearity of the boundary condition leads to multiplicity 

of solution. 

As the fitting of the boundary condition is iterative, occasion- 

ally an unwanted solution is obtained. When this occurs it is usually 

in the form of switching from one solution to the other. 

However, certain monotonicity conditions shown in the next 

section may be imposed on the solution to prevent switching to the 

unwanted solution. 

c) Monotonicity Conditions 

These conditions are derived from physical consideration 

i) For x I > x 2 and @ > O, 

w(x2,e) < W(Xl,e) 

u(xz,e) < U(Xl,e) 

ii) For O > O 
1 2' 

w(l,e I) < w(l,e 2) 

In addition, for @ > O, O < x < 1 

u(x,e) < 0 

While the desired solution satisfies all the above conditions, 

the unwanted solution will violate at least one of them beginning with 

i). Thus the algorithm is given a test for detecting when there is a 

chance of switching to the unwanted solution. 

The extreme importance of these conditions will become clearer 

when the technique of solution is described. Their use has been entirely 

successful in eliminating the unwanted solution and is thus sufficient 

to ensure uniqueness of solution. 



4 4 4  

d) The Type of Equations 

The three partial differential equations are first order quasi- 

linear. They are hyperbolic-parabolic in the sense that there are only 

two distinct characteristics, and the third characteristic coincides 

with one of the first two. All the three characteristics are real and 

are given by 

d x  u 

de ( v '  - ~ ' v )  

d0 = 0 

and dO = 0 

where 

[aCL ~ ] v '  = ~ - ~  + v(v,w) w 

~I = aE + 
R-T ~(v,w] 

This is useful in studying the propagation of discontinuities in the 

boundary conditions and numerical stability. 

3. The Method of Solution 

a) General Approach 

The partial differential equations are replaced by finite differ- 

ence equations which are consistent with them. The iterative procedure 

for fitting the boundary conditions is carried out with a one-variable 

minimization method starting with a first approximation. At x = 1 

boundary conditions fix the values of u(l,@) and v(l,@). Let w*(l,@) 

be the approximation for w(l,@) which is as yet unknown. Using 

u(l,@), v(l,@) and w*(l,@) the finite difference equations can be 

solved to give u*(O,@] and w*(O,@) as approximations for u(O,@) and 

w(O,@) respectively. When w*(l,@) is the correct value 

¢(u*(O,e), w*(O,O) = o 

This value is determined by minimizing ~2(u*(O,@), w*(O,@)) with res- 

pect to w (l,@j. The minimization method employed is successive quadra- 

tic fitting. 
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b) The Finite Difference Scheme 

The differential equations are retained in the first order, and 

the numerical scheme is explicit. A judicious choice of finite differ- 

ences results in a simple scheme of solution. Some attractive looking 

schemes were intractable for stability analysis and were abandoned. 

The final numerical scheme used is as follows. 

ui, j = ui,j+ 1 + ar{(~T + ~)(vi,j+l-Vi_l,j+l) + n(wi,j+l-Wi_l,j+l)} . 3.1 

wi, j = wi,j+ 1 ~x(~ui, j + 8u~,j)/Wi_l,j+ 1 3.2 

vi,j 
{-u i .v. . .+v. . . ac + ~J i~2+± 1-l,j (R-T aY) (wi ~ j +l+Wi, j-wi-i, j )-a~ (wi, j-Wi_l, j ) } 

ui,j+l-2Ui,j+a(~T + Y)Wi,j+ 1 
3.3 

~x where $, ~, ¥ and ~ are calculated at the grid point i-l,j and r - 

The notation used for the grids is 

l i.j 
@ 

i-i,j 

i,j,l 

i-t,j+t 
X ~  

c) Consistency and Stability 

It is easily verified that the finite difference equations are 

consistent with partial differential equations and the truncation 

errors are of the first order. 

To study stability the error propagation equations are linear- 

ized. The eigen values characterizing the propagation of errors at 

time step i are bounded by 
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l. = max 
i max j 

C 
ar(~- f + y)(wij - 2Wi_l~ j) 

Ui,j+ 1 - ui, j + ar(~T + Y)wi,j+ 1 

3.4 

As one would expect with nonlinear equations,k itself depends on the 

solution. It is therefore not possible to calculate ki max 'a priori'. 

Any bound one can put on li max is also unrealistic. 

However) stability analysis is invaluable in evaluating a 

method. Some numerical schemes were shown to be intrinsically unstable. 

Some other schemes were detected to be prone to instability, which was 

often revealed by a hand calculation. 

Furthermore, the stability test enables the algorithm to detect 

it when stability is lost. 

d) Multiplicity of Solution 

What has been discussed so far is concerned with the conventional 

ideas of consistency, stability, characteristics and so on. One of the 

most unusual and interesting features of this problem is the fact that 

the solution is not unique. This usually manifested itself in the form 

of sudden switching from the desired solution to the other. The cause 

of this can be pinned down to the nonlinearity of the boundary condition, 

~ ( u ( O , O ) ,  w ( O , O ) )  = o 2.6 

In order to eliminate the unwanted solution the following points must 

be noted: 

i) The algorithm must be able to detect the unwanted solution. 

As mentioned earlier when the solution is not the desired 

one at least one of the monotonicity conditions will be 

violated and this can be built into the algorithm. 

ii) The algorithm must suppress the tendency to move towards 

the unwanted solution. This is achieved by applying a 

penalty function during the minimization. 
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Consider what happens at time @i' Let w(n)(l,@i ] represent the 

n th approximation to w(l,@i). There exists Q(l,@i) , such that when- 

ever w(n)(l,@i ) > Q(I,@ i) the monotonicity conditions are violated and 

vice versa. The value of Q(l,@i) is itself unknown and so it is not 

possible to put an explicit constraint on w(n)(l,@i ). The only alterna- 

tive is to apply a penalty function whenever a monotonicity condition 

is violated, which is done as follows: 

If u(n)(xij,8i) < u(n)(xij+l,Si] for 1 < j <_ n-I 

then no penalty is added. 

,104(l+(w(n)(l,Gi)-w(l,8i_l])2), if w(n)(l,ei]>w(l,@i_l ) 

p(w (n)(l,@i)) ={ 
10 4 I 

l+(w(n ) (l,@i)_w(l,@i_l))2 , if w (n) (l,@i]<_w(l,@i_l) 

The following graphs represent schematically the functions 

involved. 

a) CZ(u*(O,ei), w*(O,e.)) 

b] p(w (n) (i,8i)) 

w(l,e i] ~(l,e i) 

w(1 e i ) 

I 
I 
i 

~(l,e i) w(l,ei_ I) 
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¢2(u*(O,Oi), w*(O,@ i) + p(w(n)(l,@i )) 

w(l,@ i) w(l,8 i) w(l,@i_ I) 

There is a discontinuity in the function to be minimized at w(l,@i) 

but this cannot be helped as w(l,@i) is unknown. In any case, this 

gave rise to no difficulty with the minimization method. 

4. Simplification of the Model for Design Use 

For process evaluation one would like to calculate u, v and w. 

On the other hand for design purposes one is more interested in u and w 

while v is of little interest. Therefore, partial differential equation 

2.2 is replaced by a simple algebraic equation 

(v 2 ~i ) 
= + (w - Wl) 4.1 v v I ~w~ -_ Wl ] 

Now that v depends only on w the system of differential equations 

reduces to 

ZU + ~(W) - 0 4.2 
~x 38 

~w Bu 2 w ~-~ + ~u + = 0 4.3 

The resulting finite difference scheme is much simpler. 

ui, j = ui,j+ 1 

(v2-v I ) 
+ ar { (R-T + {) ~ + n}(wi,j+l-Wi-l,j+l) 4.4 

wi,j = wi,j+l - ~x(euij + Buij2)/Wi_l, j 4.5 
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The eigen values characterizing the propagation of the errors are 

bounded at time step i by 

~. = max 
i max j 

wi.,~ - wi~j+ 1 

Wi-l,j 

The rest of the procedure is exactly the same as in section 3. 

4.6 

5. Programming Details 

The first approximation for w(l,@i) is obtained by 

w(1)(l,Oi ) = 1.8 w(l,ei_l) - 0.8 w(l,Oi_2) 4.7 

The stopping criterion for the minimization procedure is 

~2(u(n)(o,e), w(n)(o,o)) < ~, 

The value of ~' is set by the program depending on the plant 

size and is of the order of 10 -7 . In general the one-variable minimiza- 

tion is rapid and the solution is found in about eight function evalua- 

tions. During the first time step, occasionally the number of function 

evaluations was as much as 20, which is because equation 4.7 cannot be 

used to obtain a first approximation. The use of the penalty function 

has little effect on the performance, as it is not transgressed often. 

6. Results 

The results obtained are presented in a graphical form. The 

full model is used in studying how the composition varies along the 

length of the bed at a given time. The simplified model on the other 

hand is used for predicting how the pressure at the end of the bed and 

the vacuum pump suction pressure vary with time. 

Graph I was obtained using the full model, while graphs 2, 3 and 

4 were obtained using the simplified model. The simplified model was, 

in particular, very useful in plant design. This model has been tested 

in 3 stages: 
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i] 

ii) 

iii) 

Simulating an existing plant - Graph 2. 

Predicting the behaviour of a pilot plant and comparing it 

with observations - Graph 3. 

Designing a full scale plant and then testing the design 

against actual performance - Graph 4. 

In each case the correspondence was exceptionally good and the 

technique has proved reliable and accurate in every instance, 
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